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A deeper look into the recent Business Insider list of 25 hot startups to watch in
New York for 2012 reveals one thing for sure: Asian entrepreneurs are not only
percolating Silicon Valley, but are a significant presence in New York tech startup
scene too.

Here is a look at some of the companies which have Asians as founders or co-
founders.

Public Stuff:
Lily Lui founded
PublicStuff, an
online helpline
for public
utilities on the
strength of her
10 year-
experience in
local and
international
public policy
issues. Lily
gained practical
knowledge of
government
needs and

abilities during stints at Mayor Bloomberg's Special Projects & Analytics Unit in
the Department of Education; the City of Long Beach, CA and the Transportation
Security Administration in Washington, D.C.

Public Stuff enables users to submit requests to their cities in the cloud,
combining the power of social media to file and track helpline tickets. Lerer
Ventures, First Round Capital and High Peaks Venture Partners are among
investors in Public Stuff. It may be a cost-effective alternative to New York’s 311
system for connecting the public with government services.

 

Branch:
Branch is a
group blog and
discussion
board for
industry
leaders that
can be followed
by the
community, co-
founded by
Hursh Agrawal
with Josh Miller
and Cemre
Gungor. With

funding of $2 million from Obvious Corporation, Betaworks, SV Angel, Lerer
Ventures, Rick Webb, Lucas Nelson, Ryan Freitas, and David Tisch, Branch
gives multiple influencers to contribute to the same conversation and creates
expert discussions, making the experience more like listening to a panel of
experts than just one main author. Featured in Branch already are Twitter's Evan
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Williams, CrunchFund's MG Siegler and Betaworks' John Borthwick.

BuzzFeed and Huffington Post co-founder Jonah Peretti is an advisor of Branch.
Agrawal took a leave of absence from NYU in September 2011 to co-found
Branch. Prior to Branch, Hursh helped run hackNY's summer fellow program.
While doing his Bachelors in Biochemistry and Computer Science, Hursh
founded NYUHackdays.

 

Lover.ly:
Founded in July
2011 by Kellee
Khalil, Loverly
is pinterest on
steroids for
wedding
planning. From
designers to
photographers
to dress
makers, it
offers
everything to
buy for brides-
to-be.

The beautiful site uses its network of blogs to get traffic and ad revenue for small
publishers. The site has already got $50000 of funding from Joanne Wilson, Mike
Edwards, Jordy Levy, Mike Yavonditte, Anu Duggal, and Charles Smith.
Publishers in loverly’s over 25 blogs can tag all of their wedding photos so brides
can purchase everything they find on their sites. These blogs get 10 million
pageviews per month.

 

Mixel:
This may be the
new instagram
for art creators
and designers.
As the
portmanteau
suggests, Mixel
is about mixing
and pixels:
social art on
iPad.
Mixel was
founded in 2011
by Khoi Vinh
and Scott

Ostler. In his site, Vinh, a Vietnamese-American, describes Mixel as the world’s
first social collage app. “Its goal is to empower creative self-expression for new
audiences and users everywhere.”

Being incubated at Dogpatch Labs, Mixel has received funding from Betaworks,
Polaris Venture Partners among others, besides a TechFellow award from
Founders Fund and New Enterprise Associates.

Vinh’s past experience is indeed a great asset for Mixel: He was the Design
Director for The New York Times from 2006 to July 2010 and was selected one of
"The 50 Most Influential Designers in America" in 2011 by Fast Company
magazine.

 

Joor:
Joor is a
dream come
true for both
boutiques and
designers of
fashion and
accessories: an
online platform
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to buy and sell.
Mona Bijoor
founded this
online network
for women's
contemporary
fashion industry
in 2010.

Bringing together brands and buyers, Joor is flush with funds of $ 2.25 million
from Battery Ventures, Lerer Ventures, Great Oaks VC, Landis Capital,
Forerunner Ventures, William M. Smith and Richard Mishaan.

Joor members can browse collections, make purchases, and communicate with
each other on the network. Hundreds of brands and thousands of boutiques are
already on Joor. While making life easier for shops to buy from a wide variety of
designers, Joor has made life easy for boutiques trying to bulk-order and stock
multiple designer brands. The site also features fashion editorials, videos and
interviews profiling the latest trends from industry experts. The boutiques can
have their own pages on Joor, which enables designers to see who is stocking
their brand.

 

Turf:
Michael Tseng
founded Turf ,
a location-
based social
games app, in
March 2011.
“Turf is the
result of my
fondness for
the location
based services
foursquare and
gowalla. As a
seasoned
explorer, I love
that I can

document the places that I've been and even share them with friends. As a
gamer, I desire a way to tie games into my everyday activities. I think location
based mechanics can be leveraged to create unique user interactions,” says
Tseng, a former ad creative at Crispin Porter + Bogusky and a graduate of
Savannah College of Art and Design.

Tseng raised $17,375 for Turf from Kickstarter.

 

Timehop: 
Co-founded by Benny Wong and Jonathan
Wegener in late 2011, Timehop , “a daily email
that brings it all back to you”, reminds users
what they did one year ago, every day.
Timehop uses FourSquare’s API and is
financed by its now-ex founder Naveen
Selvadurai, among others.

The site raised $1.1 million from Rick Webb,
Dennis Crowley, Spark Capital, O'Reilly
AlphaTech Ventures, Naveen Selvadurai, Kevin

Slavin, Jared Hecht, Steve Martocci, and TechStars NYC. Before co-founding
Timehop, Benny Wong worked at Gilt Groupe where he built and launched the
Gilt City website.

 

Clothes
Horse:
How about
buying clothes
that really fit
you, online?
You fill in a
questionnaire
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and Clothes
Horse will get
you the dress
made exactly
for you. More
importantly for
apparel e-
commerce
retailers, it’s a

best way to stop losing customers and increase returns. Launched this February
by Vik Venkatraman with Will Charczuk and David Wittenmore, Clothes Horse has
a powerful sizing and fit solution which uses a data-driven clothing measurement
recommendation. Vik honed his skills as a former brand manager at Red Bull and
a management consultant at Deloitte Consulting. Prior to Clothes Horse, he
founded Star Power, the first starfruit juice company in the US.

 

ShowMe:
San Kim
founded
ShowMe with
Karen Bdoyan
as an online
learning app for
users to teach
and learn
lessons on a
variety of
topics. Its one
step ahead
than Khan
Academy in the
concept of
‘social teaching’

and ‘social learning’. Everyone can be a teacher or a student or both. The iPad
app has around 1.5 million lessons and has been downloaded over 400,000
times.

San Kim, son of a college professor and an elementary teacher, has education
running in the family. While still at Columbia University, he tutored high school
students various subjects.

ShowMe has received $840,000 funding from Columbia Venture Competition,
DreamIt Ventures, Lerer Ventures, SV Angle, Betaworks, Learn Capital,
BOLDstart Ventures, Nava Ravikant, and Hector Hulian.
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About TigerStartupsAbout TigerStartups

TigerStartups is a top Asian American social network blog for entrepreneurs and technology
enthusiasts who want to learn and network among the growing and influential Asian
technology business community. It is the ultimate place to find out about the latest news on
Asian businesses, their latest product launches, and as well as to connect and promote with
fellow entrepreneurs and technologists.
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